Introduction {#s01}
============

CD72, a type II membrane protein expressed mostly in B cells, contains a C-type lectin-like domain (CTLD) in the extracellular region and an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibition motif (ITIM) in the cytoplasmic region ([@bib41]; [@bib61]). By recruiting SH2 domain--containing phosphatase 1 (SHP-1) to the phosphorylated ITIM, CD72 negatively regulates B cell antigen receptor (BCR) signaling.

Several lines of evidence suggest that CD72 plays a role in regulation of the development of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), a prototype systemic autoimmune disease characterized by production of autoantibodies to various nuclear components and inflammatory lesions caused by deposition of immune complexes. First, polymorphism of *CD72* associates with lupus in both human and mice ([@bib50]; [@bib22]). There are three characterized mouse *CD72* alleles, i.e., *CD72^a^*, *CD72^b^*, and *CD72^c^* ([@bib62]; [@bib51]; [@bib68]). CD72^a^ and CD72^b^ are highly conserved. In contrast, the extracellular region of CD72^c^ has a marked difference from the other alleles including several amino acid substitutions and a seven--amino acid deletion in CTLD, although the amino acid sequence of the transmembrane and cytoplasmic regions of CD72^c^ is identical to that of the other alleles. *CD72^c^* is associated with lupus-like disease in MRL.*Fas^lpr/lpr^* mice ([@bib50]), and replacement of *CD72^c^* by *CD72^b^* reduces the severity of the autoimmune disease ([@bib45]; [@bib67]). Second, *CD72^−/−^* mice spontaneously develop lupus-like disease when they age ([@bib29]), and development of the disease is accelerated by *Fas^lpr^* ([@bib67]). Remarkably, *CD72^−/−^ Fas^lpr/lpr^* mice on the C57BL/6 background develop severe autoimmune disease comparable with that in MRL.*Fas^lpr/lpr^* mice ([@bib67]), whereas C57BL/6 mice carrying *Fas^lpr/lpr^* do not develop autoimmune disease ([@bib23]).

Although overexpression of CD72 negatively regulates BCR signaling in B cell lines ([@bib2]), studies with primary B cells from *CD72^−/−^* mice showed that CD72 only marginally regulates BCR signaling induced by BCR ligation using anti-IgM antibody ([@bib67]). In contrast, BCR signaling is strongly regulated by other ITIM-containing inhibitory receptors such as CD22 and PIR-B ([@bib46]; [@bib53]; [@bib42]; [@bib63]). Nonetheless, deficiency in CD22 or PIR-B alone does not cause autoimmune disease ([@bib25]; [@bib59]), and development of autoimmune disease requires an additional defect in Siglec-G or Fas, respectively ([@bib26]; [@bib25]). To address the conflicting findings that CD72 does not regulate polyclonal BCR signaling induced by anti-IgM antibody but strongly inhibits development of lupus-like disease, we hypothesized that CD72 recognizes lupus-related self-antigens and specifically regulates self-reactive B cells without influencing overall BCR signaling of polyclonal B cells. Here, we demonstrate that the CTLD of CD72 binds to the Sm/ribonucleoprotein (RNP) antigen, a lupus-related RNA-containing nuclear self-antigen ([@bib60]) and an endogenous TLR7 ligand ([@bib27]), and CD72 specifically regulates B cell response to Sm/RNP but not a synthetic TLR7 ligand. Moreover, x-ray crystallographic analysis showed marked alteration of the putative ligand-binding site in CD72^c^ compared with CD72^a^, which appears to be involved in reduced binding affinity of CD72^c^ to Sm/RNP. Because autoimmune B cell response to Sm/RNP plays a crucial role in lupus ([@bib24]; [@bib5]; [@bib13]), our results strongly suggest that CD72 regulates development of lupus by recognizing Sm/RNP and that *CD72^c^* functions as an SLE susceptibility gene because of poor binding to Sm/RNP.

Results {#s02}
=======

CD72 CTLD binds to Sm/RNP {#s03}
-------------------------

To address whether CD72 recognizes lupus-related self-antigens, we constructed the expression plasmids encoding CD72^a^ CTLD or that of CD72^c^ CTLD together with the His-tag and Avi-tag, a peptide allowing biotinylation by the enzyme BirA ([@bib54]; [@bib4]). By introducing these vectors into BirA-expressing bacteria, we prepared biotinylated CD72^a^ CTLD and CD72^c^ CTLD proteins. When we examined binding of these proteins to lupus-related self-antigens DNA, histone, Sm/RNP, and cardiolipin by ELISA, both CD72^a^ CTLD and CD72^c^ CTLD bound to Sm/RNP but not other self-antigens ([Fig. 1, A--E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). As CD72^a^ CTLD binds to Sm/RNP modestly better than CD72^c^ CTLD, we prepared CD72^a^ CTLD and CD72^c^ CTLD proteins without tag and compared binding of these proteins to Sm/RNP by competitive ELISA. CD72^a^ CTLD inhibited the binding of biotinylated CD72 to Sm/RNP more efficiently than CD72^c^ CTLD ([Fig. 1, F and G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that CD72^a^ CTLD binds to Sm/RNP more strongly than CD72^c^ CTLD.

![**CD72 CTLD specifically binds to Sm/RNP.** (A--E) Conventional ELISA. Biotinylated CD72^a^ and CD72^c^ CTLD proteins at the indicated concentrations were incubated with ELISA plates coated with the indicated molecules. CD72 CTLD proteins bound to the ELISA plates were detected using alkaline phosphatase--conjugated streptavidin and phosphatase substrate. Data are representative of five independent experiments. (F and G) Competitive ELISA. (F) Binding of biotinylated CD72^c^ CTLD to Sm/RNP in the presence of various concentrations of unbiotinylated CD72^a^ and CD72^c^ CTLD proteins was measured. Representative data of five independent experiments are shown. (G) Mean ± SD of percent inhibition of binding in the presence of 100 µg/ml of the indicated competitors in triplicate is shown. \*\*, P \< 0.01 (two-tailed Student's *t* test).](JEM_20160560_Fig1){#fig1}

Next, we confirmed binding of CD72 CTLD to Sm/RNP by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis. We prepared CD72^a^ CTLD and CD72^c^ CTLD proteins without tag, immobilized these proteins, and then injected various concentrations of Sm/RNP. Both CD72^a^ CTLD and CD72^c^ CTLD bound to Sm/RNP in a dose-dependent manner ([Fig. 2, A and B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The dissociation constant of CD72^a^ CTLD was lower than that of CD72^c^ CTLD ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that CD72^a^ binds to Sm/RNP with higher affinity than CD72^c^. Collectively, CD72 specifically binds to Sm/RNP, and binding affinity of CD72^a^ is higher than that of CD72^c^.

![**SPR analysis of the binding of CD72^a^ CTLD and CD72^c^ CTLD to Sm/RNP.** (A and B) SPR sensorgrams representing binding of Sm/RNP to immobilized recombinant CD72^a^ CTLDc/s (A) and CD72^c^ CTLDc/s (B) proteins. The indicated concentrations of Sm/RNP were injected over the sensor chip. Arrows and arrowheads indicate the beginning of association and dissociation phases, respectively. RU, resonance units. (C) The kinetic parameter association rate constant (*k*~on~) and dissociation rate constant (*k*~off~) were determined by BIAevaluation software. K~D~ values were calculated from *k*~on~ and *k*~off~ values. A molecular weight of Sm/RNP was assumed to be 250 kD to calculate the kinetic parameters. Data are representative of two independent experiments.](JEM_20160560_Fig2){#fig2}

X-ray crystallographic analysis of CD72^a^ CTLD and modeling of CD72^c^ CTLD {#s04}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To obtain structural insight of the function of CD72 CTLD, we determined the crystal structure of CD72^a^ CTLD in a ligand-free form at 1.2 Å resolution. The overall structure of CD72^a^ CTLD ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) is very similar to that of the typical CTLD fold ([@bib69]), which is composed of two α helices, two antiparallel β sheets, and three disulfide bonds. However, the amino acid sequence between the α2 helix and the β3 strand is shorter than those of other CTLDs ([Fig. 3, B--G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Although this region contains various secondary structures such as β strands and a Ca^2+^-binding site in some CTLDs ([@bib16]; [@bib56]), CD72^a^ CTLD contains only a distorted β strand and a short loop connecting the α2 helix and the β3 strand without a Ca^2+^-binding site. In addition, an insertion at the L1 loop region is observed in both mouse and human CD72 CTLDs. Interestingly, the insertion contains a unique cluster of aromatic residues consisting of Tyr276, Tyr277 (Phe277 in CD72^c^), and Tyr278 ([Fig. 3 G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) in mouse CD72 and Tyr281, Tyr282, and Phe283 in human CD72.

![**Structure of CD72^a^ CTLD and comparisons to other CTLDs.** (A) Overall structure of CD72^a^ CTLD represented as a ribbon diagram. Disulfide bonds are shown as a stick model. Secondary structures are indicated. Representative data of five independent experiments are shown. (B--F) Ribbon models of CTLDs of DC-SIGN (B), EMBP (C), dectin-1 (D), CD69 (E), and CD94 (F) are represented as magenta, gray, yellow, cyan, and pink, respectively, and superposed on that of CD72^a^ CTLD (green). The bound carbohydrate chains are represented as a stick model. The Ca^2+^ ions for DC-SIGN and sulfate ions for EMBP are represented as a CPK model. The structures between the α2 helix and the β3 strand are colored as red (CD72^a^) and black (other CTLDs). (G) Amino acid sequences of CTLDs of mouse CD72^a^, mouse CD72^c^, human CD72, human CD69, mouse dectin-1, human CD94, human DC-SIGN, and human EMBP are manually aligned based on their crystal structures. Among 17 groups of CTLDs classified on the basis of their domain organization and phylogeny, CD72, CD69, dectin-1, and CD94 are members of the group V CTLDs. DC-SIGN and EMBP belong to groups II and XII, respectively. The conserved cysteine residues are shown in yellow. The cysteine residues of CD72^a^ shown in orange are substituted by serine residues in CD72 CTLD proteins used for crystallographic study. The secondary structures of CD72^a^ CTLD are indicated above the sequences. Variable secondary structure regions between the α2 helix and β3 strand are highlighted as red (CD72^a^) and gray (other CTLDs). The aromatic residues clustered at the L1 loop are shown in purple.](JEM_20160560_Fig3){#fig3}

Analysis of the electrostatic potentials of CD72^a^ CTLD reveals that there is a highly positively charged patch on the surface in the region containing the β3 and β4 strands of CD72^a^ CTLD ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The β3 and β4 strands are involved in ligand binding in other CTLDs such as eosinophil major basic protein (EMBP) and dendritic cell--specific intracellular adhesion molecule 3--grabbing nonintegrin (DC-SIGN; [@bib16]; [@bib56]). Indeed, EMBP contains a positively charged patch similar to that of CD72^a^ CTLD in the corresponding region involved in binding to sulfated glycosides with negatively charged sulfate ions ([@bib56]), whereas the negatively charged corresponding region of DC-SIGN interacts with Ca^2+^ required for ligand binding ([Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib16]). Thus, the positively charged patch found in CD72^a^ CTLD appears to be a part of its ligand-binding site that binds to ligands with a strong negative charge such as nucleic acid and may be involved in recognition of Sm/RNP that contains the small nuclear RNA.

![**Surface charge distribution of CD72^c^ CTLD is different from that of CD72^a^ CTLD.** (A and B) Electrostatic surface representation of CD72^a^ and CD72^c^ CTLDs (A) and EMBP and DC-SIGN (B) around the putative ligand-binding area. The viewpoint is the same as in [Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} (right). The color of the surface potentials is represented in the scale ranging from negatively (red) to positively (blue) charged. The positions of the substituted basic residues between CD72^a^ and CD72^c^ at the β3 strand are indicated by allows. The bound carbohydrates and ions (sulfate in EMBP and Ca^2+^ in DC-SIGN) are represented as stick and CPK models, respectively. (C) Amino acid sequence alignment of CD72^a^ and CD72^c^ CTLDs with the secondary structures of CD72^a^ CTLD. Substituted residues are highlighted in orange. The basic residues at the β3 and β4 strands of CD72^a^ shown in blue are substituted in CD72^c^. The conserved cysteine residues are shown in yellow. (D) Residues in CD72^a^ CTLD, which are substituted in CD72^c^ CTLD, are represented as the stick model (orange) in the structure of CD72^a^ CTLD. (E) Elution profiles of CD72^a^ and CD72^c^ CTLD proteins on a cation exchange column. Proteins were eluted with a linear gradient of NaCl (0--1 M) in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5. Representative data of two independent experiments are shown. mAU, milli--absorbance units.](JEM_20160560_Fig4){#fig4}

To address the structure of CD72^c^ CTLD, we first analyzed distribution of amino acids in CD72^a^ CTLD that are different from CD72^c^ CTLD ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). All the amino acids in CD72^a^ CTLD that are substituted by different ones in CD72^c^ CTLD are located in the molecular surface ([Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), and both amino acids in the hydrophobic core region and all the six cysteine residues forming the three intermolecular disulfide bonds are conserved between CD72^a^ and CD72^c^. This strongly suggests that CD72^c^ CTLD forms an overall structure very similar to that of CD72^a^ CTLD. Because of this overall structural similarity between CD72^a^ and CD72^c^ CTLD, we generated the homology model of CD72^c^ CTLD based on the x-ray crystal structure of CD72^a^ CTLD, as we were unable to obtain good crystals of CD72^c^ CTLD. The model shows a very different charge distribution in the putative ligand-binding region compared with CD72^a^ CTLD ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}); substitutions of the basic residues of CD72^a^ CTLD located in the β3 and β4 strands ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) result in generation of a negative-charge patch. To experimentally address the distinct surface charge of CD72^c^ CTLD, we examined the binding properties to a cation exchange column ([Fig. 4 E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and found that CD72^a^ CTLD tightly binds to the column, whereas CD72^c^ CTLD does not bind to the same column. This result clearly demonstrates that the surface of CD72^c^ CTLD is not so much positively charged as CD72^a^ CTLD and, thus, supports the presence of a negatively charged patch in the homology model of CD72^c^ CTLD.

CD72 specifically regulates B cell responses to Sm/RNP {#s05}
------------------------------------------------------

As CD72 binds to Sm/RNP, we addressed whether CD72 specifically regulates B cell responses to Sm/RNP. We conjugated 4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenyl acetyl (NP) to BSA and Sm/RNP (NP-BSA and NP-Sm/RNP, respectively) and ligated BCR with these antigens in B cells from *CD72^+/+^* and *CD72^−/−^* quasimonoclonal (QM) mice. Because most of the B cells in QM mice are reactive to NP ([@bib10]), treatment of QM B cells with NP-Sm/RNP and NP-BSA mimics interaction of anti-Sm/RNP and anti-BSA B cells with corresponding antigens, respectively ([Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). When we stimulated *CD72^+/+^* and *CD72^−/−^* QM B cells with NP-Sm/RNP, Ca^2+^ mobilization was augmented in *CD72^−/−^* QM B cells compared with *CD72^+/+^* QM B cells ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the level of Ca^2+^ mobilization induced by NP-BSA in *CD72^−/−^* QM B cells was similar to that in *CD72^+/+^* QM B cells. This result suggested that CD72 specifically regulates BCR signaling induced by Sm/RNP.

![**CD72 specifically regulates B cell responses to Sm/RNP.** (A) Schematic representation of the experimental design to address B cell responses to Sm/RNP using anti-NP B cells and NP-Sm/RNP. Stimulation of anti-NP B cells from QM mice with NP-Sm/RNP (right) mimics that of anti-Sm/RNP B cells with Sm/RNP (left). (B) Ca^2+^ signaling. Fluo-4/AM--loaded spleen B cells from *CD72^+/+^* and *CD72^−/−^* QM mice were stimulated with the indicated concentrations (Ag conc.) of NP-BSA or NP-Sm/RNP, and the intracellular free calcium ion level was measured by flow cytometry for 300 s. The arrows indicate the time point when NP-BSA and NP-Sm/RNP were added. Data are representative of five independent experiments. (C--F) B cell proliferation. Purified B cells from *CD72^+/+^* and *CD72^−/−^* QM mice (C and D) or *CD72^+/+^* (WT) and *CD72^−/−^* C57BL/6 mice (E and F) were labeled with CFSE and cultured with indicated concentrations of anti-IgM, NP-BSA, and NP-Sm/RNP (C and D) or LPS and imiquimod (E and F) for 48 (C and D) or 72 (E and F) h. CFSE fluorescence was measured by flow cytometry. (C and E) The percentages of proliferated cells are indicated. (D and F) Mean ± SD of triplicates is shown. Data are representative of five independent experiments. Ab, antibody.](JEM_20160560_Fig5){#fig5}

We next addressed B cell proliferation by CFSE dilution assay. B cell proliferation induced by anti-IgM antibody in *CD72^−/−^* QM B cells was similar to that in *CD72^+/+^* QM B cells ([Fig. 5, C and D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), in agreement with our previous finding that anti-IgM--induced Ca^2+^ mobilization and B cell proliferation were not different between *CD72^+/+^* and *CD72^−/−^* B cells ([@bib67]). Treatment with NP-BSA and NP-Sm/RNP did not induce proliferation of *CD72^+/+^* QM B cells. In contrast, NP-Sm/RNP but not NP-BSA induced proliferation of *CD72^−/−^* QM B cells ([Fig. 5, C and D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This result clearly demonstrated that CD72 regulates B cell response to Sm/RNA but not BSA or anti-IgM. As Sm/RNP is a TLR7 agonist ([@bib27]), we addressed whether CD72 regulates other TLR7 ligands. When we treated *CD72^+/+^* and *CD72^−/−^* B cells with the synthetic TLR7 agonist imiquimod ([@bib20]), proliferation of *CD72^−/−^* B cells was comparable with that of *CD72^+/+^* B cells ([Fig. 5, E and F](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that CD72 regulates B cell activation induced by Sm/RNP but not other TLR7 agonists. Thus, CD72 specifically inhibits B cell response to the endogenous TLR7 agonist Sm/RNP.

As BCR endocytosis depends on BCR ligation--induced activation of signaling molecules such as Rac ([@bib48]; [@bib31]), we addressed whether CD72 regulates BCR endocytosis. We incubated *CD72^+/+^* and *CD72^−/−^* QM B cells with NP-BSA or NP-Sm/RNP on ice so that BCRs on the surface were occupied by the antigens. After washing, we incubated these B cells at 37°C and measured the amount of remaining antigens on the cell surface by flow cytometry. When BCR was ligated by NP-BSA, the amount of NP-BSA on the cell surface was reduced in *CD72^−/−^* QM B cells at the same rate as in *CD72^+/+^* QM B cells ([Fig. 6, A and B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, reduction of NP-Sm/RNP was faster in *CD72^−/−^* B cells than that in *CD72^+/+^* B cells ([Fig. 6, C and D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This result clearly demonstrated that CD72 regulates BCR-mediated endocytosis of NP-Sm/RNP but not NP-BSA. Collectively, CD72 specifically down-regulated BCR signaling, B cell proliferation, and BCR-mediated endocytosis induced by Sm/RNP.

![**CD72 specifically regulates endocytosis of Sm/RNP.** (A--D) Splenic B cells from *CD72^+/+^* and *CD72^−/−^* QM B cells were incubated with NP-BSA (A and B) or NP-Sm/RNP (C and D) on ice for 30 min. After washing, cells were incubated at 37°C for the indicated time and analyzed for remaining NP-BSA (A and B) and NP-Sm/RNP (C and D) on the cell surface by flow cytometry. (A and C) Mean fluorescence intensity is indicated. (B and D) Percentages of remaining NP-BSA (B) and NP-Sm/RNP (D) are calculated. Mean ± SD of triplicates is shown. Data are representative of four independent experiments. \*, P \< 0.05; \*\*, P \< 0.01 (two-tailed Student's *t* test).](JEM_20160560_Fig6){#fig6}

Coligation of CD72 and BCR is required for signal inhibition {#s06}
------------------------------------------------------------

CD72 inhibits BCR signaling by recruiting SHP-1 to its phosphorylated ITIM ([@bib41]; [@bib61]). To address how CD72 specifically regulates B cell response to Sm/RNP, we treated the B cell line BAL17-9T13 that expresses anti-NP BCR of IgM class with NP-Sm/RNP or NP-BSA. CD72 was strongly phosphorylated and recruited SHP-1 upon stimulation with NP-Sm/RNP, whereas treatment with NP-BSA alone failed to enhance phosphorylation or SHP-1 recruitment of CD72 ([Fig. 7, A--D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, simultaneous treatment with Sm/RNP and NP-BSA did not enhance phosphorylation or SHP-1 recruitment of CD72, indicating that independent ligation of BCR and CD72 does not induce signal inhibition and that coligation of BCR and CD72 is required for CD72-mediated signal regulation ([Fig. 7 E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) as is the case for other inhibitory co-receptors such as FcγRIIB ([@bib35]). Thus, the epitope of BCR must be located on the ligand of CD72, i.e., Sm/RNP, to induce CD72 phosphorylation and CD72-mediated signal inhibition, resulting in specific down-modulation of the anti-Sm/RNP B cell response.

![**NP-Sm/RNP induces phosphorylation and SHP-1 recruitment of CD72 in NP-reactive B cells.** (A--D) The B cell line BAL17-9T13 that expresses anti-NP BCR was treated with NP-BSA, NP-Sm/RNP, or a combination of NP-BSA and Sm/RNP for the indicated time, and lysates were immunoprecipitated (IP) with anti-CD72 antibody. Phosphorylated CD72 (pCD72; A) and SHP-1 (C) in the immunoprecipitates were analyzed by Western blotting. The intensities of protein bands for total CD72 (B and D), phosphorylated CD72 (B), and SHP-1 (D) were quantified and expressed as fold-change relative to unstimulated cells (0 min). Data are representative of four independent experiments. (E) Schematic representation of the mechanisms for CD72-mediated signal regulation. Coligation of CD72 with BCR mediated by Sm/RNP (left) but not independent ligation of CD72 and BCR (right) induces CD72 phosphorylation by BCR-associated kinases such as Lyn. The requirement of coligation restricts CD72-mediated signal inhibition only in Sm/RNP-reactive B cells. P, phosphate group; Y, tyrosine residue.](JEM_20160560_Fig7){#fig7}

CD72 regulates antibody production to Sm/RNP {#s07}
--------------------------------------------

To address whether CD72 regulates antibody production to Sm/RNP, we immunized *CD72^+/+^* and *CD72^−/−^* mice with Sm/RNP or NP--chicken γ globulin (CGG) and measured titers of serum antibody to the immunized antigens. After immunization with Sm/RNP, anti-Sm/RNP IgG was not detected regardless of the genotype of mice. However, *CD72^−/−^* but not *CD72^+/+^* mice produced a significant amount of anti-Sm/RNP IgM ([Fig. 8 B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), and the ratio of anti-Sm/RNP IgM to total IgM was also significantly increased in *CD72^−/−^* but not *CD72^+/+^* mice ([Fig. 8, A and C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, immunization with NP-CGG induced production of anti-NP IgM ([Fig. 8 E](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) and IgG ([Fig. 8 H](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) in both *CD72^+/+^* and *CD72^−/−^* mice. *CD72^−/−^* mice showed increased anti-NP IgM titer ([Fig. 8 E](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), but the ratio of anti-NP IgM to total IgM was rather decreased in *CD72^−/−^* mice ([Fig. 8, D and F](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that increased anti-NP IgM production in *CD72^−/−^* mice is caused by enhanced polyclonal IgM production but not enhanced specific antibody production. Moreover, production of anti-NP IgG was reduced in *CD72^−/−^* mice ([Fig. 8, G--I](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, CD72 specifically regulates antibody production to Sm/RNP.

![**CD72 specifically regulates antibody production to Sm/RNP.** (A--I) WT and *CD72^−/−^* female C57BL/6 mice (9 wk old) were immunized with Sm/RNP (*n* = 4--5 per group; A--C) and NP-CGG (*n* = 6 per group; D-I). After 14 d, serum levels of total IgM (A and D), total IgG (G), and titers of anti-Sm/RNP IgM (B), anti-NP IgM (E), and IgG (H) were measured by ELISA. Pooled MRL.*Fas^lpr/lpr^* sera (1,000 U/ml), monoclonal anti-NP IgM B1-8, and anti-NP IgG C6 were used as standards to determine the titers of anti-Sm/RNP IgM and concentrations of anti-NP IgM and anti-NP IgG. (C, F, and I) The ratio of the amount of antigen-specific Ig to total Ig was calculated. \*, P \< 0.05; \*\*, P \< 0.01 (Brunner-Munzel test).](JEM_20160560_Fig8){#fig8}

Discussion {#s08}
==========

Here, we demonstrated that recombinant CD72 CTLD specifically binds to the lupus-related nuclear self-antigen Sm/RNP using both ELISA and SPR. We also demonstrated that treatment with NP-Sm/RNP induced augmented Ca^2+^ signaling, cell proliferation, and BCR endocytosis in *CD72^−/−^* NP-reactive QM B cells compared with *CD72^+/+^* QM B cells, whereas these B cell responses to NP-BSA were not augmented in *CD72^−/−^* QM B cells. As interaction of NP-reactive B cells with NP-Sm/RNP and NP-BSA mimics that of Sm/RNP- and BSA-reactive B cells with the corresponding antigens, respectively ([Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), this result suggests that B cell responses to Sm/RNP is specifically augmented in the absence of CD72. Moreover, immunization with Sm/RNP induced autoantibody production to Sm/RNP in *CD72^−/−^* but not *CD72^+/+^* mice. Thus, the inhibitory receptor CD72 specifically down-regulates B cell responses to Sm/RNP.

We further demonstrated that coligation of BCR and CD72 is required for both phosphorylation and SHP-1 recruitment of CD72 ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), the events essential for signal inhibition. This finding is in agreement with previous findings with another inhibitory BCR co-receptor FcγRIIB ([@bib35]). Because these co-receptors are phosphorylated at ITIMs by BCR-associated kinases such as Lyn ([@bib1]; [@bib11]; [@bib40]), coligation of BCR and inhibitory co-receptors may allow their ITIMs access to the kinases. As coligation of BCR and CD72 is achieved only when Sm/RNP, the ligand of CD72, interacts with anti-Sm/RNP BCR, the requirement of coligation with BCR may restrict CD72 to specifically inhibit activation of anti-Sm/RNP B cells.

Here, we demonstrated that NP-Sm/RNP but not NP-BSA induces proliferation of anti-NP B cells in the absence of CD72, whereas both of these antigens fail to induce proliferation in the presence of CD72 ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This result indicates that Sm/RNP carries a stronger B cell activation capacity, which is abrogated by CD72. Sm/RNP that contains RNA is known to be an endogenous ligand for TLR7 ([@bib27]), an RNA-recognizing TLR. As TLR7 is expressed in B cells as well as innate immune cells, Sm/RNP activates Sm/RNP-reactive B cells by inducing both BCR signaling and co-stimulatory signaling through TLR7 ([@bib27]). Thus, Sm/RNP-reactive B cells tend to activation compared with B cells with other specificities, and this tendency appears to be involved in production of anti-Sm antibody that plays a crucial role in development of lupus ([@bib24]; [@bib5]; [@bib13]). This possibility is supported by the findings that TLR7 is required for both production of anti-Sm antibody and development of lupus ([@bib5]; [@bib13]). Our finding that CD72 negatively regulates B cell response to NP-Sm/RNP but not NP-BSA suggests that CD72 specifically counteracts to the tendency of activation in Sm/RNP-reactive B cells, thereby preventing development of lupus. Here, we further demonstrate that CD72 regulates B cell response to Sm/RNP but not a synthetic TLR7 ligand imiquimod. This suggests that CD72 regulates only response to Sm/RNP among various TLR7 ligands, probably because CD72 CTLD binds to Sm/RNP but not other TLR7 ligands, and does not appear to regulate TLR7-mediated responses to microbial RNA crucial for host defense to microbes ([@bib14]; [@bib19]; [@bib30]). Our findings thus suggest a crucial role of CD72 in immune homeostasis in which CD72 suppresses hazardous TLR7-mediated responses to the endogenous ligand Sm/RNP, which is an inevitable consequence of TLR7-mediated recognition of RNA, without influencing beneficial TLR7-medidated responses to microbial RNA.

*CD72^−/−^* mice produce autoantibodies to various nuclear antigens such as DNA and histone as well as Sm/RNP ([@bib67]) as is the case for patients with SLE, although we failed to show binding of CD72 CTLD to DNA or histone. However, a previous study demonstrated that immunization with Sm peptides induces production of autoantibodies to Sm and also various other nuclear components including DNA and RNP in various animals, probably by the mechanism known as epitope spreading ([@bib33]), and development of lupus-like disease in rabbits ([@bib24]). Thus, CD72 deficiency causes autoimmune responses to various nuclear antigens other than Sm/RNP by epitope spreading resulting in production of antibodies to various nuclear antigens. Although anti-DNA antibody is produced in both human and mouse lupus, TLR9 involved in immune response to DNA-related antigens ([@bib28]) inhibits development of lupus ([@bib13]) probably by competing with TLR7 activity ([@bib38]; [@bib52]). These findings suggest that autoimmune response to RNA- but not DNA-related antigens is dominant in regulation of development of lupus, although the mechanisms are not yet elucidated. CD72 appears to efficiently regulate lupus development by inhibiting B cell responses to Sm/RNP.

B cells express a variety of inhibitory receptors including CD72, which negatively regulates BCR signaling by activating phosphatases such as SHP-1 ([@bib61]). Many of these inhibitory receptors including CD22 ([@bib55]) and PIR-B ([@bib58]) recognize ubiquitous self-antigens such as sialic acids and MHC, respectively, and negatively regulate polyclonal BCR signaling induced by BCR ligation using anti-IgM antibody. Some of the mice deficient in one of these inhibitory receptors are lupus-prone ([@bib61]), but the impact of the deficiency in inhibitory receptors other than CD72 in development of lupus is generally much weaker than that of CD72 deficiency. Indeed, deficiency in CD22 or PIR-B alone does not induce autoimmune disease ([@bib25]; [@bib59]), and development of autoimmune disease requires additional defect in Siglec-G or Fas, respectively ([@bib26]; [@bib25]). The strong CD72-mediated regulation on lupus development was not supported by the previous findings on signal inhibition activity demonstrating that CD72 does not regulate polyclonal BCR signaling ([@bib67]). However, the finding presented here that CD72 specifically regulates signaling through Sm/RNP-reactive BCR explains why CD72 strongly regulates development of the disease without affecting polyclonal BCR signaling. Thus, CD72 efficiently regulates development of lupus without affecting polyclonal B cell response by specifically regulating B cell response to Sm/RNP, which plays a central role in the development of the disease. FcγRIIB is known as an inhibitory receptor that recognizes the disease-related self-antigen IgG, a target of rheumatoid factor. However, FcγRIIB regulates polyclonal B cells stimulated by anti-IgM and development of lupus ([@bib39]), although rheumatoid factor is typically produced in patients with rheumatoid arthritis. In contrast, CD72 specifically regulates self-reactive B cells by recognizing pathogenic lupus self-antigen, thereby efficiently preventing development of this disease.

Here, we demonstrated that CD72^a^ CTLD binds to Sm/RNP with higher affinity than CD72^c^ CTLD. The difference in affinity to Sm/RNP between CD72^a^ CTLD and CD72^c^ CTLD is modest as the K~D~ value of CD72^c^ CTLD is only 50% higher than that of CD72^a^ CTLD. However, there are examples such as FcγRIIA, FcγRIIIA ([@bib9]; [@bib18]), and C3 ([@bib21]) in which a similar modest difference in affinity between different allelic forms causes difference in biological responses and disease susceptibility. Thus, weaker binding of CD72^c^ to Sm/RNP may compromise its regulation to prevent development of lupus-like disease and therefore explains our previous finding that CD72^c^ is involved in development of severe lupus-like disease in MRL.*Fas^lpr/lpr^* mice ([@bib67]). As the impact of CD72^c^ in development of the disease is much weaker than that of CD72 deficiency ([@bib67]), modest reduction of affinity to Sm/RNP in CD72^c^ may be attributed to the susceptibility of *CD72^c^*-carrying mice to lupus.

We have determined the crystal structure of CD72^a^ CTLD at a very high resolution and, based on this structure, generated a homology model of CD72^c^ CTLD. Because Sm/RNP is a large molecular complex composed of 11 peptides and 5 small RNAs, co-crystallization of CD72 with Sm/RNP would be very difficult. Thus, its ligand-binding site is still to be identified. Yet the electrostatic potentials of CD72^a^ CTLD and CD72^c^ CTLD provide an interesting clue. A highly positively charged patch observed in the region containing the β3 and β4 strands, which is the ligand-biding site in some other CTLDs ([@bib16]; [@bib56]), suggests that this region could be a binding site for negatively charged ligands. Because such patches are widely observed among the nucleic acid--binding proteins ([@bib36]), it is tempting to speculate that it interacts in some way with the RNA component of Sm/RNP. This hypothesis is further supported by the presence of the aromatic-rich sequence (Y276, Y277, and Y278 in CD72^a^) at the edge of the positively charged patch because these aromatic residues may be preferred for the π-π stacking to nucleic acid bases ([@bib65]). Moreover, the fact that the same region of CD72^c^ CTLD is negatively charged could explain why CD72^c^ CTLD shows a lower affinity to Sm/RNP than CD72^a^ CTLD does. On the other hand, our ELISA results clearly show single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) binds to neither CD72^a^ CTLD nor CD72^c^ CTLD ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the nucleic acid--mediated interaction, protein--protein interactions between CD72 CTLD and Sm/RNP may also contribute to the molecular recognition of Sm/RNP by CD72, by which CD72 may distinguish Sm/RNP from other TLR7 ligands.

In summary, we demonstrated here that the inhibitory B cell receptor CD72 recognizes the endogenous TLR7 ligand Sm/RNP and inhibits B cell response to this self-antigen. As TLR7-mediated response to Sm/RNP is crucial for development of lupus ([@bib24]; [@bib5]; [@bib13]), these results suggest that CD72 prevents development of lupus by inhibiting B cell response to Sm/RNP in agreement with the previous finding that CD72 deficiency efficiently causes lupus-like autoimmune disease in mice and also association of *CD72* polymorphism with SLE in both humans and mice.

Materials and methods {#s09}
=====================

Mice {#s10}
----

C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Sankyo Labo Service. *CD72^−/−^* mice ([@bib67]) and QM mice (a gift from M. Wabl, University of California, San Francisco, CA) were described previously ([@bib10]). All mice were bred and maintained in the animal facility of Tokyo Medical and Dental University under specific pathogen--free conditions. For immunization, 9-wk-old mice were intraperitoneally injected with 25 µg Sm/RNP (AroTec Diagnostics) or 100 µg NP~17~-CGG in 100 µl PBS mixed with an equal volume of complete Freund's adjuvant (Sigma-Aldrich) or 10 µg LPS (Sigma-Aldrich), respectively. Experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Tokyo Medical and Dental University and were performed according to our institutional guidelines.

Plasmids {#s11}
--------

The DNA fragments encoding CTLD of CD72^a^ (residues 232--354) and CD72^c^ (residues 232--348) were generated by RT-PCR and cloned into NdeI/EcoRI-opened pET-28a plasmid (EMD Millipore), followed by insertion of the synthetic oligonucleotides encoding the Avi-tag sequence ([@bib54]; [@bib4]) into the NcoI site (pET28aAviCD72^a^CTLD and pET28cAviCD72^c^CTLD, respectively). Alternatively, the DNA fragments encoding CTLD of CD72^a^ C234S/C338S (CD72^a^ CTLDc/s) mutant and CTLD of CD72^c^ C234S/C332S (CD72^c^ CTLDc/s) mutant were generated by RT-PCR and inverted PCR and cloned into NdeI/SalI-opened pET-28a (pET28aCD72^a^CTLDc/s and pET28cCD72^c^CTLDc/s, respectively).

Reagents {#s12}
--------

NP-conjugated CGG, NP-conjugated BSA, and NP-conjugated Sm/RNP were prepared as described previously ([@bib44]) with some modifications. In brief, hydroxysuccinimide ester of NP (NP-OSu) was generated by incubating 50 mM NP (Alfa Aesar) in 1,4-dioxane with 150 mM *N*-hydroxysuccinimide (Wako Pure Chemical Industries) and 50 mM *N,N'*-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (Wako Pure Chemical Industries) at 37°C overnight. NP-OSu was incubated with CGG (Rockland Immunochemicals), BSA, or Sm/RNP in 0.2 M NaHCO~3~-NaOH buffer, pH 9.0, at room temperature overnight. After dialysis against PBS, pH 7.4, concentrations of NP, CGG, BSA, and Sm/RNP were determined by spectrophotometry, and the conjugation ratios of NP per CGG, BSA, and Sm/RNP were determined. NP~15~-BSA and NP-Sm/RNP, in which Sm/RNP was conjugated by 47% more NP than NP-BSA by weight ratio, were used for stimulation of B cells in this study.

Recombinant CD72 CTLD proteins {#s13}
------------------------------

For generation of biotinylated CD72 CTLD proteins, BL21AI cells (Invitrogen) were transformed with pBirAcm encoding the biotin ligase BirA (BL21AI-BirA) and maintained in the presence of 10 µg/ml chloramphenicol. BL21AI-BirA was transformed with pET28aAviCD72^a^CTLD or pET28aAviCD72^c^CTLD and cultured in the presence of 50 µM biotin, 1 mM isopropyl β-[d]{.smallcaps}-thiogalactopyranoside, 0.2% arabinose, 50 µg/ml kanamycin, and 10 µg/ml chloramphenicol. For generation of CD72 CTLD proteins for crystallization and SPR, BL21DE3 (Invitrogen) was transformed with pET28aCD72^a^CTLDc/s and pET28cCD72^c^CTLDc/s and was cultured in Luria-Bertani medium containing 1 mM isopropyl β-[d]{.smallcaps}-thiogalactopyranoside and kanamycin. The cells were suspended in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, and 0.5% (vol/vol) Triton X-100 and sonicated on ice. After centrifugation, the inclusion bodies were washed in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 300 mM NaCl. The washed inclusion bodies were resuspended in the solubilization buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 6 M guanidine hydrochloride, and 40 mM dithiothreitol and completely denatured through overnight incubation at 37°C. Then, the concentration of dithiothreitol was reduced to 20 mM, and the protein solution was applied onto a column of 50 ml His-Accept SF resin (Nacalai Tesque). Refolding of the bound protein was performed using a refolding buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 400 mM NaCl, 500 mM [l]{.smallcaps}-arginine hydrochloride, 10% (vol/vol) glycerol, 5 mM reduced glutathione, and 0.5 mM oxidized glutathione. The column was washed with 150 ml of the refolding buffer at a low flow rate (0.5 ml/min) and then the wash solution containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 400 mM NaCl in the same way as the refolding buffer. The refolded protein was eluted with the elution buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, and 400 mM imidazole. The eluted fraction was dialyzed against a buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 300 mM NaCl at 4°C. CD72CTLDc/s proteins were treated with thrombin protease (GE Healthcare) at 20°C overnight to remove the hexahistidine tag. The cleaved protein was applied onto a Superdex 200 prep grade column (HiLoad 26/600; GE Healthcare) equilibrated with a buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 300 mM NaCl. The fraction of the monomer CD72^a^ CTLD was concentrated to 5--10 mg/ml at 25°C just before crystallization experiments to avoid forming aggregation.

ELISA {#s14}
-----

ssDNA was prepared by heat denaturing calf thymus DNA (Sigma-Aldrich). ELISA plates (Nunc-Immuno 96 MicroWell Plate; PolySorp; Thermo Fisher Scientific) were coated with 10 µg/ml ssDNA, histone, cardiolipin, Sm/RNP (AroTec Diagnostics), or NP~6~-BSA. ELISA plates were then blocked with PBS containing 1% BSA. Recombinant biotinylated CD72 CTLD proteins were added to the ELISA plates and detected by alkaline phosphatase--conjugated streptavidin (BD). Alternatively, ELISA plates were incubated with mouse sera, washed, and reacted with alkaline phosphatase--conjugated anti--mouse IgM (SouthernBiotech) or IgG antibody (SouthernBiotech). After washing, ELISA plates were reacted with phosphatase substrate (Sigma-Aldrich), and absorbance at 405 nm was measured on a Vmax kinetic microplate reader (Molecular Devices). For competitive ELISA, Sm/RNP-coated ELISA plates were incubated with a mixture of recombinant biotinylated CD72^c^ CTLD protein (0.5 or 1 µg/ml) and serially diluted nonbiotinylated CD72^a^ CTLDc/s or CD72^c^ CTLDc/s recombinant proteins as competitors. The bound biotinylated CD72^c^ CTLD proteins were detected by alkaline phosphatase--conjugated streptavidin (BD). Total mouse IgM and IgG in mouse sera were determined by standard sandwich ELISA.

SPR measurements {#s15}
----------------

SPR analysis was done using a BIAcore T100 system (GE Healthcare). 14 µM CD72^a^ CTLDc/s and 15 µM CD72^c^ CTLDc/s recombinant proteins in 10 mM 2-(*N*-morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid, pH 6.0, were covalently immobilized on a CM5 sensor chip (GE Healthcare) to the level of more than 5,000 resonance units by amine coupling methods using a standard amine coupling kit (GE Healthcare). A control surface was prepared by activating and blocking a CM5 sensor tip with 1 M ethanolamine without protein. Various concentrations of Sm/RNP were injected over sensor chips at a flow rate of 30 µl/min. An association step of 120 s was followed by a dissociation step of 120 s. Responses to Sm/RNP were corrected by the responses with a control surface and those from a buffer only injection. Data were analyzed by BIAcore T100 Evaluation software (version 2.0.2; GE Healthcare) using a 1:1 binding model.

Cell culture {#s16}
------------

Mouse spleen B cells were prepared as described previously ([@bib43]). Cells were labeled with 2 µM CFSE (Molecular Probes) for 10 min. 2 × 10^5^ CFSE-labeled cells were cultured in 200 µl RPMI 1640 medium (Wako Pure Chemical Industries) supplemented with 10% FCS (Nichirei Biosciences), 50 µM 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Nacalai Tesque) in a 96-well plate with F(ab')~2~ fragments of goat anti--mouse IgM antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc.), NP-BSA, NP-Sm/RNP, imiquimod (InvivoGen), or LPS (Sigma-Aldrich). After 48 or 72 h, cells were analyzed by flow cytometry using FACS Verse flow cytometer (BD). For endocytosis assay, cells were incubated with 1 µg/ml NP-BSA or NP-Sm/RNP on ice for 30 min. After washing, 2 × 10^5^ cells in 100 µl complete culture medium were incubated at 37°C for various time. The reaction was terminated by addition of ice-cold PBS containing 2% FCS. Cells were stained with biotinylated anti-NP antibody (C6; a gift from Y. Takahashi, National Institute of Infectious Diseases, Tokyo, Japan) together with Alexa Fluor 647--conjugated streptavidin (Molecular Probes) and analyzed by FACS Verse flow cytometer (BD).

Measurement of intracellular Ca^2+^ concentration {#s17}
-------------------------------------------------

2 × 10^6^ cells were incubated with 5 µg/ml Fluo-4/AM (Invitrogen) for 30 min. After washing, cells were stimulated with NP-BSA or NP-Sm/RNP. Fluo-4 fluorescence was measured continuously using a FACS Calibur cell analyzer (BD). Data were analyzed by FlowJo (Tree Star).

Immunoprecipitation and Western blotting {#s18}
----------------------------------------

BAL17-9T13 cells were generated by introducing cDNAs encoding heavy and light chains of anti-NP antibody 9T13 ([@bib17]) into the B cell line BAL17 (a gift from K. Takatsu, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan). Mycoplasma contamination was not tested. Cells were stimulated with 5 µg/ml NP-BSA, 5 µg/ml NP-Sm/RNP, or a combination of 5 µg/ml NP-BSA and 5 µg/ml Sm/RNP and lysed in Triton X-100 lysis buffer (1% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 150 mM sodium chloride, 20 mM Tris-HCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.02% sodium azide, 10 µg/ml PMSF, and 1 mM sodium orthovanadate). Lysates were immunoprecipitated with anti-CD72 antibody K10.6 (a gift from N. Tada, Tokai University, Tokyo, Japan; [@bib57]) using protein G--sepharose (GE Healthcare). Immunoprecipitates were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membranes (EMD Millipore). Membranes were incubated with anti-phosphotyrosine antibody pTyr102 (Cell Signaling Technology) together with HRP-conjugated rabbit anti--mouse IgG1 (SouthernBiotech) and rabbit anti-CD72 antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.), followed by incubation with HRP-conjugated anti--rabbit IgG (Invitrogen). Alternatively, membranes were incubated with rabbit anti--mouse CD72 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) or rabbit anti--SHP-1 antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) followed by reaction with HRP-conjugated anti--rabbit IgG (Invitrogen). Proteins were then visualized using Chemi-Lumi One L (Nacalai Tesque). The intensity of protein bands was quantified using ImageQuant TL software (GE Healthcare).

Crystallization and structure analyses {#s19}
--------------------------------------

Crystals of CD72^a^ CTLD were obtained with the hanging-drop vapor-diffusion method at 20°C by mixing 1 µl of protein solution with 1 µl of reservoir solution containing 100 mM imidazole, pH 6.5, 1 M sodium acetate trihydrate, and 10 mM hexamine cobalt (III) chloride. Well-shaped hexagonal rod-like crystals grew within 7 d to a maximum length of 0.6 mm. Before data collection, the crystals were soaked in a solution containing 20% (vol/vol) glycerol and crystallization reagents and flash cooled under a nitrogen gas stream at 95 K. X-ray diffraction experiments were performed at beamlines BL-5A, BL-17A, and NW12A in KEK-PF and BL26B1 and BL38B1 in SPring-8. The data were processed and scaled using HKL2000 ([@bib47]) and truncated by the CCP4 program suite ([@bib66]). Initial phases were obtained by molecular replacement using PHASER ([@bib32]) with the structure of human CD69 (PDB accession no. [1FM5](1FM5); [@bib37]) as a search model. Several cycles of manual model rebuilding and refinement were performed by using COOT ([@bib15]), REFMAC ([@bib34]), and PHENIX ([@bib3]). The refined models were validated by the program MOLPROBITY ([@bib12]). The statistics for data collection and refinement are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The protein homology model was built by SWISS-MODEL Workspace ([@bib6]). All structural illustrations were prepared with the program PYMOL. Structure-based amino acid sequence alignments ([Fig. 3 G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) were prepared using the sequences of the CTLDs of mouse CD72^a^, mouse CD72^c^ ([@bib62]; [@bib51]; [@bib49]), human CD72 ([@bib64]), human CD69 ([@bib37]), mouse dectin-1 ([@bib8]), human CD94 ([@bib7]), human DC-SIGN ([@bib16]), and human EMBP ([@bib56]). Structural comparison of CD72^a^ and other CTLDs were done using crystal structures of human CD69 ([@bib37]), mouse dectin-1 ([@bib8]), human CD94 ([@bib7]), human DC-SIGN ([@bib16]), and human EMBP ([@bib56]).

###### Data collection and refinement statistics for x-ray crystallographic analysis

  Statistics                                          CD72^a^ CTLD
  --------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------
  **Data collection**                                 
  Wavelength (Å)                                          0.9800
  Space group                                             *P*6~1~
  Unit-cell parameters (Å)                                *a* = 65.5; *c* = 61.2
  Resolution (Å)                                          50--1.20 (1.22--1.20)[^a^](#ttbl1n1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  No. of observations                                     510,694
  No. of unique reflections                               46,533
  Completeness (%)                                        99.8 (100)
  Average *I*/σ(*I*)                                      42.8 (4.1)
  Redundancy                                              11.0 (10.6)
  *R*~sym~[^b^](#ttbl1n2){ref-type="table-fn"} (%)        8.7 (79.4)
  **Refinement**                                      
  *R*[^c^](#ttbl1n3){ref-type="table-fn"} (%)             12.8
  *R*~free~[^d^](#ttbl1n4){ref-type="table-fn"} (%)       14.8
  Number of atoms                                     
  Protein                                                 1,003
  Heterogen                                               10
  Water                                                   170
  Average *B* factor (Å^2^)                               18.0
  Root-mean-square deviation from ideal               
  Bonds (Å)                                               0.008
  Angles (°)                                              1.21
  Ramachandran plot                                   
  Favored region (%)                                      97.4
  Allowed region (%)                                      2.6
  Outlier region (%)                                      0

Values in parentheses are for the highest-resolution shell.

$\left. R_{sym} = \sum\sum_{i}\left| {I\left( h \right) - I\left( h \right)_{i}} \right|\slash\sum\sum_{i}I\left( h \right), \right.$ where *I*(*h*) is the mean intensity after rejection.

$\left. R = \sum\left| {F_{o} - F_{c}} \right|\slash\sum\left| F_{o} \right|, \right.$ where *F*~o~ is the observed structure factor amplitude and *F*~c~ is the calculated structure factor amplitude.

*R*~free~ is the same as *R* but was calculated using a random set containing 5% of the data that were excluded during refinement.

Cation exchange column chromatography {#s20}
-------------------------------------

0.5 mg CD72^a^ and 0.06 mg CD72^c^ CTLD proteins in 4 ml 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, were applied onto a 5-ml cation exchange column (HiTrap SP HP; GE Healthcare) equilibrated with the same buffer. The proteins were eluted with the linear gradient from 0 to 1 M NaCl within 10-column volumes.

Statistical analysis {#s21}
--------------------

Data of in vitro experiments were analyzed by unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* tests after equality of variance was determined by an F test. Analysis was done using PRISM (GraphPad Software). Data of in vivo immunization were analyzed by nonparametrical Brunner-Munzel test that allows for unequal variances using the R software. P-values \<0.05 were regarded as statistically significant.

Data access {#s22}
-----------

Coordinates and structure factors have been deposited in PDB under accession no. [5B1R](5B1R){#dblnk8b317-be33-e221-6778-344c1f1da9fa}.
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